Dodge a108

The A is a range of American compact vans and trucks manufactured and marketed from to by
Chrysler Corporation under the Dodge marque in the United States and the Fargo marque in
Canada. The range included a pickup truck and van , both with a " forward control " design.
Placing the driver on top of the front axle with the engine near the front wheels is called a " cab
over " vehicle. The nose was flat, with the engine placed between the driver and passenger, who
sat above the front axle. The A was popular with camper conversion companies. From to ,
Dodge built L-Series medium-duty Cabover Engine trucks with a tilting forward-control cab
based on the forward body of the A An A appeared in many different colors in the s Batman TV
series. More often than not, it was the preferred getaway vehicle of each episode's villain. The
Dodge Little Red Wagon was a famous exhibition drag racing truck introduced in based on the
A pickup. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. A Canadian Fargo camper
conversion on the longer, inch wheelbase. The ''71 Dodge Truck Website. Retrieved 4 February
Retrieved Old Dodges. Internet Movie Cars Database. A marque of Stellantis. Journey Nitro
Raider Ramcharger. Category:Dodge vehicles. Dodge truck timeline, North American market,
sâ€”present. Categories : s cars Cab over vehicles Dodge vehicles Mid-engined vehicles Pickup
trucks Rear-wheel-drive vehicles Vans Cars introduced in Hidden categories: Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category link from Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Chrysler
Corporation. Compact pickup truck Compact van. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Dodge A Mid-size CUV. Compact SUV. Full-size CUV. Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Grand
Caravan. Compact pickup. Ram Mid-size pickup. Full-size pickup. D Series. Ram D Series. Ram
SRT Heavy-duty truck. After Fiat S. A timeline of these models can be found here. This is a real
show stopper. This has had a turn key restoration. Come see to appreciate. Awesome patina
short van. V8 and automatic. Does not run. Complete but Needs restored. Calls only for details.
No text. New after market air conditioning. Freshly rebuilt slant 6 motor, new automatic
overdrive transmission, new suspension, front disc brake conversion, new Holley carb, intake,
headers and dual [â€¦]. Freshly rebuilt v-8 motor, new automatic overdrive transmission, new
suspension, front disc brake conversion, new Holley carb, intake, headers and exhaust. All new
Stewart Warner instrumentation. New seats, carpet and [â€¦]. I started this last year and have
done a lot of metalwork already. I tackled the worst part first but it still needs bodywork and
some welding. This will need a complete brake system. Have two A Automatic transmissions.
Both have upper trans mount on tailshaft housing and both have original emergency brake
drum, both have torque converters. Internal condition is unknown, both as-is. Also, have 1
driveshaft. Need [â€¦]. Drives great. New grille headlight bezels. New wheels and tires. Glass
pack. I have an extra motor that I was building [â€¦]. Below are several recent updates: Fresh
motor New carb new intake new headers new exhaust [â€¦]. Recent Listings. Home United
States Oklahoma. This is what really turns my crank, seeing a 51 year old Dodge van still doing
the work it was designed to be doing 51 years earlier. Of course, I have a rather special affinity
to these Dodge A Series vans, having owned one myself. And I suppose my ProMaster van is
something of a spiritual successor to this, the very first extended body Dodge van. Of course
the house that it was helping to get built back then looked a bit different then the one now;
guess which style I like better? And yes, the VW Transporter and Pickup were quite popular in
mid-late 50s, which explains why the Big Three felt so threatened by it. Cheap but effective.
Except in snow, of course. Or heavy braking. Or over a rough road. The Econoline had shown
the way to build the cheapest type of compact van, and the other two quickly fell in line.
Especially carpet and vinyl flooring installers. The Dodge came in a variety of body styles,
including a Panel van with no side doors. In addition to these, one could order other
combinations of windows and doors. Chevy started offering their and V8s in their van, but Ford
waited until its all-new second generation Econoline for V8 power. Of course that new van,
introduced in January of as a model, with its engine now in the front, redefined the American
van forever, and left Dodge and Chevy looking out of date until they once again came up with
their responses in Follow the leaderâ€¦. Needless to say, these first generation vans all have
their loyal fans. The gen1 Econoline has a cult following mostly due to its more distinctive
styling and the sheer numbers built. Actually, it would be this one, a Corey Cruiser, which I
found in a storage lot and posted here. Now this is really the antecedent to my van. Maybe the
original owner wanted some flow-through ventilation? Oh boy, does this take me back. Pretty
odd, but my girl friend at the time did like putting her bare feet up there. As in, it burned oil, and
lots of it, which meant that its plugs fouled from time to time, especially under engine braking
coming down grades, so I got mighty good at ripping off that engine cover to clean or replace
them. I finally bought some of those plug extenders, which claimed to prevent pug fouling. They
really did work. But my tired old engine soldiered on for several more hard years of use,

including lots of off-road excursions in the Anza Borrego desert and in and around Death
Valley. I remember trying to drive up a crazy steep rugged and rocky jeep trail up to a crest near
Death Valley late at night to see the stars better. I had no choice but to back all the way down,
as it was way too steep and rough to turn around. My rear brakes were well adjusted after that
half-mile descent in the blackness of night on the barely-existent tracks. Fortunately, my
night-time vision was better than my judgment. At least back then. But the van survived, as did
my back from having both my brother and girl friend on my shoulders. We were Ram tough. It
reminded my of a camping trip to Mt. Palomar and the Anza Borrego we made in the Dodge with
Stephanie, her mom, her brother and Bambi, the family chihuahua. It got cold, and all of us slept
in the back of the van; Stephanie and I on the transverse bed in the back, and the others on the
floor. A longer A would have been a bit more commodious. The owner of this van, a youngish
guy, bought it recently from an old timer who had been storing it for quite a few years.
Interesting article, I to like to see old vehicles still doing what they were designed to do, A
vehicle where you can just fling things in the back and not worry about a scratch is very
liberating and I can understand the appeal of old pickups and vans in the US or Utes in Oz. It
takes so many natural resources to build a vehicle in the first place that its a criminal waste if
they have short lifespans. From the van perspective, Ford had the European Transit in , it is so
successful that the generic name for a van in the UK is a Transit. It is a very well designed light
cargo vehicle, why did they not market that in the US? No doubt in the new Ford Econoline
which has the seats set back from the front axle anyway â€” obviously some similar thinking
going on was well down the development line and the Transit was both unproven and, in those
days, too small anyway. The next generation on after that was developed, made and sold in the
US as well. Transit vans were fitted with Falcon six motors in Australia and New Zealand as well
as the shaky V4, Auto or manual but the not invented here syndrome would have kept them out
of the US no matter what they were powered by. While in the Navy, I drove a very tired 10 year
old 1st generation Econoline and a reasonably new 2nd generation Dodge van. Yet, even the 1st
generation Dodge would seem to best the equivalent Ford. Interesting model name in the
advertisement: Vision Van. On the subject of windows, the hardware on the rear windows of that
black van looks near new. I did find one of the windowed Dodge vans for sale on a nearby
Craigslist last week. Considering the prices asked for vintage VW vans I guess I should not be
surprised that the mechanically superior Dodge had a near 5 figure asking price. Ok that little
dog is a goofy, adorable little thing. And I love taking a trip down memory lane with you, Paul. A
simple, crude van is hardly my cup of tea but I love the styling on these, more so than the Ford
and Chevy vans. I also love the look of that house in the brochure photoâ€¦. Although I have
many hours and miles in later generations of all 3 US vans, these early ones and I have no
history at all. Or maybe I just never noticed. I once defended a case involving one of these. The
passenger in the Dodge went through that half of the windshield and landed on the hood of the
car they hit. Wear your sear belts, kids. I was wondering how much safety played in the eventual
switch from mid-to-front engines on these. Then, too, those mid-engine vans had a serious
interior heat problem. Even in the winter, the interior would heat up, especially in those small
driver and passenger seats nearest the engine cover. I guess there was padding on the inside of
the cover, but it still got plenty toasty in there. That would have been an interesting installation.
Finally, there was the heavy front end weight bias of these. On a previous CC of the Econoline,
there was a GM propaganda video promoting the new Corvair-based Rampside that featured a
test of the Econoline pickup dramatically raising its hind end during a panic stop. They were
popular with the phone companies around here. Having owned vans with no windows in the
pass side, window s in the pass side door s and full window vans. Here is a 62 Econoline
Display Van. I like using old tools like this, and love the story. One day I might need to find a
serviceable one for camping. Keep an eye out for a pop top Camper Van. They are rare but it
sounds like it might be just what you are looking for. Such memories this brings. The Dodge
was the most crude and trouble free by a longshot, also the fastest. Sorry, no photographic
evidence of the adventures taken in the Dodge, mostly north of Santa Barbara and near Big
Bear. Learning to drive that thing in snow was interesting. It took everyone on desert
adventures. Two small dirt bikes would fit inside. My brother got this one as his first car. GM
and Dodge decided that the big curved windshield on the Econoline was an unnecessary
expense. I always thought the Econolne styling was best. I think they look pretty great.
Definitely better than the massive McMansions that seem to spring up regularly around here.
Any idea on the layout and square footage of those houses? Houses like the ones pictured in
the first few photos are being built in my area of Jacksonville,Fl. As far as the house from the
brochure pictured, there are a few in the area, but there are more often Spanish style homes.
These are typical spec tract houses, usually built in new developments at the edge of town. This
location, maybe a half mile from my houses, is a former empty lot that wraps around a parking

lot of a big church. There were a couple of little crappy houses on it that were removed some
years back. This builder is building about a dozen or so on the lots now. Our market is red hot,
and these are very basic contractor-quality houses. The kitchens are rather pathetic, in my
opinion. As is the rest of it. Wow, those are expensive houses! Those houses also look pretty
damn small for square feet. I think the rooms must be big or something. Multiply those prices by
two in my neighborhood. At least. Multiply by four here. This is an expensive zip code in the LA
area, but not the most. At least our beach town lots are relatively large, sq ft. Not all the old
houses are gone. The house I grew up in is still there. Lots of older folks like myself have not
moved out of town yet. I am curious as to why you think the kitchens are pathetic. They have
the features buyers in my market say they want. I love vinyl plank flooring, for my rentals.
Tough and waterproof, unlike laminate, which I will never use again. Sometime I should show
you the kitchen I did for our house. Not showy or pretentious, but a lot more interesting and
colorful. So every house-flipper in California obliges by installing them in every house the
renovate. And they appear to have reasonably decent sized yards, at least compared to the
newer houses around here. In my town the newer subdivisions are mostly mcmansions built as
close together as possible. And not just side to side, the backyards in these houses are literally
not much bigger than the patio. The yards are that size because these are actually old lots and
they back up to the existing parking lot. Of course where I live it is a bigger shame. However,
with a red hot market you do get spec builders and they always seem to price the house high for
the de-contenting you end up getting. Nonetheless those desperate for a house, any house, will
just fork the money over. Here, with our market super red hot one has spec builders sometimes
using nefarious means to acquire property. An elderly woman, I know, who had an older home
on a very large lot was offered money to sell her house. She declined the offer. Her little side
street was shared with the house across from it that did sell out. The contractor then parked his
equipment in the street preventing her from leaving her house. Heck, I would have sabotaged
his equipment but she caved and sold out. The lot now holds four houses. I was recently in
South Dakota and western Nebraska, and was amazed at the number of older trucks I saw still in
use â€” and hard use at that. Absolutely no old vans, though. I wonder sometimes if the main
reason owners keep their old business trucks is A the owner just likes the vehicle â€” B new
trucks cost an arm and a leg due in part to the fact they have so many goodies that were once
the domain of cars â€”orâ€” C a combination of both? Of course, I could also be full of hot air.
He should rebuild those seats. It will make the van ride so much smooter and comfortable.
Better than new shocks and tires combined. You briefly discussed the Panel Van. I know at least
one diesel mechanic that ran a van with no side doors. The lack of doors basically doubled the
shelf space in the truck. When I was a kid I helped Dad on his milk delivery run. The dairy had
an A with three sets of cargo doors. It was the first standard transmission I ever drove. The
mighty leaning tower of power 6 and 3 on the tree. Paul, if your ProMaster is a spiritual
successor of the A, I think there was a spiritual union somewhere along the way with a Fiat
Giardiniera or Multipla. I occasionally see trucks of this vintage, or even older, working for a
living around here, but rarely vans. I think the vans are too highly sought out by surfers willing
to pay big bucks. My father, who in those days seemed to have a strong preference for fully
depreciated vehicles, acquired a Ford van, already on its last legs in the late s. It had an oily,
clattery 6 cylinder engine, a three speed column shift transmission, and I remember the view
from the passengers seat was great, albeit a bit scary when Mom drove. Dad worked some
magic on the tired engine, gave it a spray-can paint job, and put paneling and seats in the back
for the four of us kids. It served as a daily driver and also as a weekend get-away vehicle. The
lack of windows made it unpleasant to ride in the back for long distances, but I liked the heated
center front seat in the winter. Though I was not yet of driving age I recall that Dad, who was a
professional mechanic, had to give it a lot of attention to keep it on the road, the engine seemed
underpowered, and that the front end, even for vehicles of that day, seemed very loose. I recall
that Mom at one point drove it off the road, up and over a curb, and that Dad retrieved it,
patched it up and sold it. Seeing the Dodge in this article and the earlier one on the Fords brings
up feelings of nostalgia that I am certain would be cured by a brief test drive. Your email
address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new
posts by email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. So yes, this is how I like my CCs; black with no cream but a dash of cherry. Where it
belongs. Which One? Lee Turner. Posted July 2, at AM. Interesting article, I to like to see old
vehicles still doing what they were designed to do, A vehicle where you can just fling things in
the back and not worry about a scratch is very liberating and I can understand the appeal of old
pickups and vans in the US or Utes in Oz It takes so many natural resources to build a vehicle in
the first place that its a criminal waste if they have short lifespans. Bernard Taylor. Posted July
2, at PM. William Stopford. J P Cavanaugh. Scott Bennett. Posted July 3, at PM. Hardboiled Eggs

and Nuts. Edward Snitkoff. Paul Niedermeyer. Posted July 3, at AM. Way too boring. Great
write-up here on a vehicle I knew very little about. Carter Gorman. Evan Reisner. Bill Shields.
Jose Delgadillo. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. American
Brands: GM. American Brands: Ford. American Brands: Chrysler. Automotive Histories and
Misc. Asian Brands. UK Brands. Australian Brands. European Brands. Trucks, Pickups and
Vans. Motorcycles, Trikes, Bicycles. Engines, Transmissions and other Tech. RVs, Motorhomes,
Trailers, Campers. Avatars by Sterling Adventures. Copyright - Curbside Classics. All Rights
Reserved. A power outlet is located on the driver-side behind the front door. Filler is present
near the rear bumper. Steering systems will require attention as the van cannot be driven safely
above low speeds and the issue has not been fully diagnosed. The ci V8 sits between the front
seats and was most recently serviced two months ago according to the seller. Receipts for the
recent work are included with the sale. The factory data plate is shown above and indicates this
van was originally sold with the ci engine, which was the largest displacement available in a
Dodge A-series van. The frame is said to be free of rust, though a crack was professionally
repaired several months ago. Some rust is present on other underbody components as shown
above. You're the high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the comment flow on the listing, and
you can see other bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will
be charged for the service fee and you pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win,
your existing pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we pre-authorize your credit card
for the service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the pre-authorization will be
released. For more info, read about our auctions or email us with any questions. Are you sure
you want to proceed? The new BaT Podcast! Listen now. See Result. Upcoming Events
Copperstate April 10 - June 5 - 6. August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None Ends in:. List
Your Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT. You are not connected to real-time updates. Attempting to
connect. Your real-time updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your
connection has been reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful
Congratulations! Confirm your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are
you sure? Cancel reply. Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦.
Please enable JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did
you mean to enter this number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a
Comment Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error posting your comment. March 3,
at PM PT. While many casual observers may be shocked to see an engine nestled near the front
seats, this was hardly an uncommon occurrence when vehicles like this Dodge A van were new.
The body is tired but rust is said to be limited, and the original black plates give you a sense for
how long this worker-grade van has been hiding out near Homeland, California. Rust is noted in
that repaired area by the front right headlight and in the rear of the roof. Up front, what looks
like an original radio and uncracked dash await the next owner. With my HiAce van project
home, I can attest it is a bit unusual to be sitting over the front wheels, and you certainly want to
exercise caution when entering roundabouts too quickly! Fortunately, some of those original
parts have been swapped out for new equipment, including the radiator and master cylinder,
and the brakes and carb have been refreshed as well. It needs a new gas tank and the seller
notes it is currently running off gas cans, but seems to run well despite the temporary fuel
delivery arrangement. Would you restore this Dodge to poverty-spec form or convert it to a
fully-dressed camper? Could really use this for a wheelchair van as I have multiple family
members that use motorized wheelchairs to get around. Then, add a folding manual ramp to
move the chairs in snd out. Manusl ramps bypass all the hydro electric stuff that wears out and
costs a lot of cash to fix. All that would come after the brake snd fuel systems were sorted out
and the van was made safe to drive again. That would be about it for now, I really like this van!
Great post! I believe Ken is referring to transport of people in wheelchairs not driving. The back
door is a little taller but the interior height is still a factor that needs to be checked. There are
companies that make them so that part is doable. If those issues can be overcome please install
a wheelchair securement system including a lap and shoulder belt for the wheelchair
passenger. These are cool. But after you add all that stuff, you would lose so much power from
a straight 6 without any power to lose, yeah, there goes all that fun I spoke of!! I picture
removing the seats, putting 2 inch thick padding and carpeting the rear area. Maybe I will make
a bed in the back. He ruins his credibility by doing so. Had a friend with a van like this, only a V8
automatic. It was a rough vehicle to drive or ride in. The Tradesman was such a vast
improvement over these. The steering box was adjustable, if needed, to adjust for play. Engine
swaps could be made through the side cargo doors. Many good trips and times in it! Great
looking van Moparmann! Gotta be hard keeping back tires on her. The wheels and rack really
add to the good looks. Take care, Mike. It is slightly better than thatâ€¦ but if you plan on hauling
anything look for a V8 or preplan to swap one in. I was only 16 but had a blast. You would think

Chrysler would bring back this body design like they did with the Challenger rather than the god
aweful Fia
firing order chevy 350 small block
2006 kia sorento lx owners manual
2012 honda odyssey engine
t work vans they now sell. Have owned several pickup trucks since then, all better! Don't post
your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or
subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No
thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jeff Lavery. More: Dodge.
Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Ken Carney. How would somebody in a wheel chair
drive this van? The engine compartment is right in the middle and the drivers seat is over the
front wheel well. Steve R. Rube Goldberg Member. Moparmann Member. Mike R. Thomas Long.
JimZ Member. No Reserve! Superb Continental Mark II. Restored and Parked: Lancia Scorpion.
Small-Block Project: Plymouth Barracuda. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup
for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free
daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached!

